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Thanks for 
checking me  
out and please 
take a look



I believe in the concept, the idea,  
the reason and the why? I think  
form and function are equally 
important and feel critical thought 
and creativity lead in all processes.

I love honesty in people and design 
and so I love what design can do.

There are only solutions and I love 
every journey to find them.

My name is Tegan and I am a 
creative problem solver.

—



Branding + identity

Phileas Black
Scope

Brand + Identity
Print 
Production

Role

Concept
Design
Development
Production



p h i l e a s b l a c k . c o m . a u

Branding + identity

Phileas Black Phileas Black is Melbourne 
owned and made. Phileas 
Black creates and provides 
products that are retro, vintage 
and handmade. Phileas Black’s 
identity speaks to travel and 
destination with a nod to ‘Around 
The World in Eighty Days’. The 
dot marque is a representation 
of Phileas Fogg’s journey and is 
also a play on the ‘pin drop’ that 
we use now in technology as our 
own destination marker. Playful 
and flexible, the dot/marker 
becomes the repeating visual 
language throughout the identity. 

The simple identity is intended 
for hand crafted elements to  
be incorporated into the roll  
out where this can be a hero  
( ie letterpress/stamp/wood etc)



Research + Typography Brief

International 
Society 
Typographic 
Design  

Scope

Publication Design
Print
Posters
Letterpress

Role

Research
Concept
Development
Design



Research + Typography Brief

International 
Society 
Typographic 
Design  

The brief was from The 
International Society of 
Typographic Design (ISTD)  
based in England. The brief was 
directly related to the translation 
of the visual to the textual; Which 
is to chose a piece of art and the 
written word for it as a response, 
interpretation or analysis.

The intention of my execution 
was to understand how can 
we communicate meaningful 
information to a youthful 
generation today where it 
creates awareness of the  
topic at hand. 

As a response to the brief I 
chose reception theory using 
Keith Haring and his art on 
‘Silence = Death’. I wanted to 
know about the versions of a 
readers response to Haring’s art 
and what influences emphasise 
the readers reception of his art. 
Specifically around the drug and 
AIDS epidemic in the eighties 
and how aware people were and 
how this translates into society 
today. I was curious about what 
forms and in what medium it was 
communicated from then to now. 

The project aims to mimic 
his approach in that there is 
immediacy to the public in the 
final outcome. The outcome 
is a newspaper which is 
extremely representative of 
the communication medium of 
Haring’s time as well as being 
alluring to the intended audience. 
The idea of the newspaper is 
to raise awareness on AIDS, 
homosexuality, drugs and youth 
which was Haring’s objective  
in the 1980’s. The newspaper  
won’t directly talk about issues  
but rather serve as a conversation 
piece and as well as a conversation 
starter, generating interest and 
further energy into the subject.



Research + Typography Brief

International 
Society 
Typographic 
Design  



Rebrand

IMAX  
Melbourne

Scope

Identity 
Print 
Digital 
Production

Role

Design



Rebrand

IMAX 
Melbourne

Last year I worked with 
colleagues at clear on IMAX 
Melbourne’s rebrand. The 
refresh was to better align to 
a young adult audience. The 
refresh presented a great 
opportunity to align to the iconic 
global logo and capitalise on the 
broad awareness and associated 
values of the brand.

The system in place in the rebrand 
allows greater structure within 
the rollout of the assets. The new 
system also allows it to transpire 
into its other area in IMAX such as 
IMAX Laser where the sytem was 
maintained but the colours and 
treatment were varied allowing 
strong continuity within the brand 
maintaining brand awareness.



Publication and digital marketing

Boutique Homes / 
Homebuyers 
Centre / ABN

Scope

Print and digital 
Role

Design
Layout



South EaSt 
Packages

Photographs may depict fixtures, finishes and features not included in standard pricing. These may include architectural facades, 
landscaping items, such as planter boxes, retaining walls, and decorative landscaping items such as fencing. Boutique Homes does 
not supply swimming pools, pool decks and fences. For detailed home pricing and specification, please contact a New Homes 
Consultant on 9008 7475. ABN Group Victoria has permission of the owner of the land to advertise the land as part of the price 
specified. The land price does not include transfer duty, settlement costs or any other fees or disbursements associated with the 
settlement of the land. Prices may vary and be subject to change once all siteworks plans are completed and the current market value 
of the land and other relevant costs are taken into consideration. Packages and land are subject to availability, ABN Group Victoria and 
the owner of the land reserve the right to change their prices without notice.

Unsubscribe

Unsubscribe

Display Locations ContactNew Homes House and Land

		Stunning	façade	-	stand	out	in	your	street

		Fixed	cost	site	works

		Your	choice	of	floor	coverings	throughout

		ILVE	900mm	wide	oven,	cooktop	and	
rangehood

		ILVE	dishwasher	and	built	in	microwave

	 		2550mm	high	ceilings	to	ground	
floor

	 	40mm	Caesarstone	to	kitchen

	 	20mm	Caesarstone	to	bathrooms

	 	12	month	warranty	service

	 	25	year	structural	guarantee

These fixed price packages provide unbeatable value and 
come complete with our premium specification including:

Fixed price 

houSE & land 
packagES

unbEatablE 
valuE

With a parents retreat, home office and 4 bedrooms, you’ll be surprised 
at the space this house provides. Designed specifically for inner urban 

building envelopes, including bayside, the Montpellier 44 fits a 50ft wide 
lot. Make it yours by personalising the floorplan. You can move the 

location of the master bedroom, choose from a range of architecturally 
designed façades, add a butlers pantry... the options are vast!

vIEW floorplanS

opEnS 
thIS 

WEEkEnd

New home design  

faIrhavEn 39

lImItEd  
opportunIty  
Bonus furniture package for  

select display homes

This is your exclusive opportunity to purchase a beautiful 
new Boutique display home and enjoy a 7% leaseback plus 

BONUS furniture package  with selected homes.  
But hurry, this offer must end 19 December 2014. 

All display homes are professionally decorated by our in-
house interior design team and come complete with the 

ultimate in luxury fittings and features:

hurry offer ends 

march 10  
2015!

EXcluSIvE
offEr!

fInd out morE

Lot 1111  Cedarbank Court, Cranbourne East 
Chelsea 23 | From $542,900

3 2 2

More Info
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3 2 2
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Lot 1111  Cedarbank Court, Cranbourne East 
Chelsea 23 | From $542,900

3 2 2

More Info

vIEW morE packagES

Call 9008 7467 
Visit boutiquehomes.com.au

connect with us + share

The beautiful new Marseille 33 is opening  
at Mernda Villages this Saturday!

The Marseille offers the ultimate in home living with the design 
architecturally driven to optimise spaciousness through an open plan 

layout that cleverly draws in an abundance of natural light. On 
display in 33 squares, the Marseille is also available in 28 and 26 

squares. You can also personalise the Marseille to suit your lifestyle 
with a range of floorplan and façade options.

Opening this Saturday 13th June

Open all weekend 11am — 5pm

Address: 16 Stradling Rise, Mernda

Mernda Villages estate 

STRADLING RISE

LANGDON DRIVEBRIDGE INN ROAD

GALLO
WAY D

RIV
E

morE Info

vIEW floorplanS

Join the conversation

South EaSt 
Packages

Photographs may depict fixtures, finishes and features not included in standard pricing. These may include architectural facades, 
landscaping items, such as planter boxes, retaining walls, and decorative landscaping items such as fencing. Boutique Homes does 
not supply swimming pools, pool decks and fences. For detailed home pricing and specification, please contact a New Homes 
Consultant on 9008 7475. ABN Group Victoria has permission of the owner of the land to advertise the land as part of the price 
specified. The land price does not include transfer duty, settlement costs or any other fees or disbursements associated with the 
settlement of the land. Prices may vary and be subject to change once all siteworks plans are completed and the current market value 
of the land and other relevant costs are taken into consideration. Packages and land are subject to availability, ABN Group Victoria and 
the owner of the land reserve the right to change their prices without notice.
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Publication and digital marketing

Boutique Homes / 
Homebuyers 
Centre / ABN

Boutique Homes are home 
developers. My role for Boutique 
Homes, their parent company 
ABN and sister company 
Homebuyers Centre was to 
design and roll out printed 
brochures and product books, 
flyers, mailers, posters etc and 
create their digital marketing 
assets including but not limited  
to EDMs and online ads.



Illustration

Shebeen
Scope

Illustration  
for DJ booth

Role

Design
Illustration



Identity

Shebeen Shebeen is a not for profit bar 
in Melbourne and during their 
initial stages of branding I was 
invited by Swear Words to 
create the illustration booth  
for Shebeen Bar based on 
African Hairdresser signage. 



Identity

Wild At Heart
Scope

Identity 
Print
Digital

Role

Concept
Ideation
Design



Identity

Wild At Heart Wild At Heart provides
opportunities for people who
experience disability or mental
illness to tell their stories through
high quality arts making in music,
dance, video and performance
Their identity needed to reflect
the organistion as much as it
needed to reflect the people who
are involved. It’s free, evocative
and spirited. Transparency 
is sometimes misjudged and 
miscommunication and so the 
identity is a direct representation 
of this. Being able to see through 
to the people, the cause, the 
benefits and the effect on 
society results in a greater 
outcome for everyone involved, 
whether itbe the company, the 

stakeholders, the members or the 
audience and so the marque tells 
this story. The movement in the 
supporting type is also a subtle 
nod to the performance aspect of 
WAH. This is a professional arts 
initiative and so it was important 
that this is highlighted throughout 
the identity too without it being 
too focused on other aspects. 

This identity has not yet launched.



Publication Design

Old Parliament 
House

Scope

Book Design
Role

Concept
Design



Publication Design

Old Parliament 
House

Clear created a new identity for 
Old Parliament House which was 
used in a as part of a campaign.  
I had to conceptualise and design 
a book to pay homage to the 
time that Old Parliament House 
existed. Using the decades as 
inspiration, each chapter moves 
through the years with poignant  
quotes and iconic imagery 
combined with bold typography 
that resembles the political voice.



Brand and Identity

Oliver  
Rowland  
Walsh /  
OlRoWa  
(Identity)

Scope

Identity 
Role

Concept
Ideation
Design
Development



Cello Mentoring | hello@olrowa.com.au | olrowa.com.au

Cello Coach and Mentor 
0416 624 235 | oliver@olrowa.com.au 

Dip. Perf. (Hons) Amsterdam 
Perf. Degree (Melb. Uni) LmusA AMEB 

Oliver 
r. Walsh

Cello Mentoring | hello@olrowa.com.au | olrowa.com.au

Cello Mentoring | hello@olrowa.com.au | olrowa.com.au

Dear Vivienne

Mixtape vegan actually meggings, keffiyeh single-origin coffee pop-up venmo you 

probably haven’t heard of them pork belly. Four dollar toast asymmetrical etsy 

lumbersexual locavore organic drinking vinegar tacos. Ennui cardigan selvage, 

sustainable kale chips gluten-free truffaut. Echo park man bun semiotics jean 

shorts sustainable marfa. Tumblr brunch narwhal, VHS twee authentic art party 

photo booth roof party. Taxidermy fixie intelligentsia, hammock tacos before 

they sold out cray farm-to-table pitchfork bitters chicharrones kickstarter tofu 

freegan. Schlitz trust fund sustainable godard intelligentsia, meh bespoke jean 

shorts.

Ugh jean shorts scenester, kinfolk 90’s selvage listicle typewriter bushwick. 

Single-origin coffee fixie kale chips, cray listicle microdosing wayfarers 

pabst health goth sriracha pug shabby chic. Selvage listicle man braid, poutine 

shoreditch vice art party DIY master cleanse fixie. DIY try-hard small batch 

quinoa pork belly squid. Polaroid vice street art, photo booth church-key next 

level taxidermy green juice shoreditch asymmetrical. Drinking vinegar mumblecore 

everyday carry art party, pour-over raw denim street art four loko hoodie 

stumptown deep v. Cliche etsy listicle lumbersexual echo park hella.

Selfies farm-to-table literally XOXO. Direct trade single-origin coffee 

pinterest, aesthetic selfies wayfarers truffaut kinfolk retro affogato. Post-

ironic williamsburg migas vegan pork belly health goth. Small batch flexitarian 

vice try-hard four dollar toast, put a bird on it VHS tumblr fap. Marfa artisan 

next level intelligentsia. Chillwave mumblecore selvage fap bicycle rights, 

hashtag echo park heirloom crucifix disrupt lo-fi pug affogato. Echo park synth 

keffiyeh, paleo church-key 90’s vice williamsburg fashion axe post-ironic retro 

organic gochujang ethical tilde.

Retro +1 iPhone four loko. Flexitarian blue bottle yr fingerstache, bushwick 

four loko fap truffaut. Crucifix scenester sartorial slow-carb, hashtag 

intelligentsia pug. Intelligentsia kitsch schlitz, gastropub chia salvia pour-

over blog helvetica. Hashtag portland bicycle rights artisan pabst pour-over. 

Stumptown seitan viral retro tilde, neutra whatever blog put a bird on it hoodie 

mustache pinterest poutine VHS trust fund. Etsy chambray typewriter kinfolk.

Regards

Oliver Walsh

Cello Coach and Mentor

Brand and Identity

Oliver  
Rowland  
Walsh /  
OlRoWa  
(Identity)

Oliver Rowland Walsh is 
OlRoWa—Cello Mentor and 
Coach). Oliver’s fingers, his 
voice, his instructions are 
everything that his business 
relies on. So as part of his 
identity everything needed  
to be about the communication 
of Cello and the voice of his 
mentoring . The cello bass 
symbol is used as quotation 
marks which are representative 
of his voice and his music.

The name OlRoWa is the first 
two letters of each name in 
Oliver’s full name. This is  
inspired by Yo Yo Ma the French 
born Chinese American Cellist.

The rollout for OlRoWa is print 
collateral including letterhead, 
business cards, with comps and 
music sheets, with the intention 
for the brand to become a fully 
functional website for blog entry, 
tutorial videos, online metoring 
and a booking system. 

The first application to roll out 
was the letterpressed business 
cards. This method was chosen 
as the intent for a mentor is to  
make an impression on their 
students which is the extact  
thing letterpress does—impress.



Identity

Jack + Elmo
Scope

Identity
Signage
Print
Tour Collateral

Role

Concept
Design



Identity

Jack + Elmo Jack and Elmo are a Sydney 
based musical duo. 

Their identity needed to reflect 
the divide between them while 
simultaneously elevating the 
connection they have within their 
music and their relationship, 
hence the diagonal lines and 
clear divide between imagery.



Identity

(to be released)
Scope

Identity
Print
Website

Role

Concept
Design



Identity

(to be released) The identity is for a future estate 
in Huntingdale for medium 
density housing. Clear were 
enlisted as the design and 
strategy studio to provide strong 
guidance and develop the name 
and identity for the estate.

The estate sits on an old quarry 
which became land filled area 
and is now a wildlife habitat. 
The idea was that the identity 
would pay homage to what it is 
currently before it immerses into  
something much bigger.

This concept is based on the 
bowerbird and how they collect, 
it plays on the colour and the act 
of collecting bits and pieces for 
the home, where the language 
speaks to this and the look and 
feel accommodates an aspiring 
lifestyle for an area that is 
otherwise usually a bit subdued.

This identity has not yet launched.



Identity

(to be released)

 BYRDY Huntingdale 

Huntingdale 

Huntingdale 

What is it? Explore our collection of homes here...

Join us for tle launch of our Huntingdale Display this weekend!

Sterling Global

Huntingdale

About Us

Contact Us

Our Collection For Living



Package Design

Persillade
Scope

Wine Packaging
Poster

Role

Concept
Design
Art Direction



Identity

Persillade Persillade is a social coffee hub 
by day and fine French bistro 
by night in East Melbourne 
Clear had previously created 
the identity for Persillade which 
used illustrations to highlight the 
customers that filled the seats. 
More recently the owner Aiden 
commissioned Clear, where I was 
lead on the project, to design 
Aidans’ first foray into organic 
wines with his new vintage ‘Vin 
du Patron’ — Patron of  the wine.

We used the original idea of 
illustration and this illustration  
is of the owner Aiden, where  
we collaborated with Jeff the 
Peff to create the final packaging  
and poster.



Identity

Thrasher sharks
Scope

Identity and  
kit design

Role

Concept
Design



Identity

Thrasher sharks Thrasher Sharks are a junior 
basketball team in Melbourne.

Their identity and their kits  
were inspired by the Jaws movie 
poster and iconic imagery of 
Jaws creeping up from below  
the surface. And while the 
nuances of the typeface inform 
the nuances of the shark marque, 
the marque maintains a level of 
intimidation without being too 
aggressive — which is both age 
and leage appropriate.



Identity

Thrasher sharks



Branding + Identity

Flossed and Found
Scope

Identity 
Naming 
Print 
Digital 
Production 

Role

Concept
Ideation
Design
Development



Branding + Identity

Flossed and Found The identity for Flossed and 
Found is intended to be playful. 
The audience are afterdark night 
goers in sydney looking for a 
sweetsnack post party. FAF is 
also a play on what the people 
do when they have left the bars 
just ‘FAFing’ about.

This is for a Start Up Mobile - 
Food Vendor in Sydney, Australia. 
Letterpress, stamping and screen 
printing for all applications to tie 
in with the wooden cart made for 
the business. 



Package Design

Illustration 
for Portland 
Community 
Garden

Scope

Illustration
Role

Concept
Illustration



Letterpress

Clear  
Christmas  
Card

A triplex finish with a simple 
design to highlight the 
lettperpress.

Printed on Gmund Heidi



Letterpress

Illutration  
and Print

Limited edition Illustration 
letterpress print, intended to as a 
keepsake with a christmas card.

Printed on Crane Letra



Resume

Tegan Wotton See my deal,  my 
history and ask 
any questions



A little bit about me:

Tegan 
Wotton

Contact

0431 439 322
teganwotton@gmail.com
23/13 The Esplanade St Kilda

Hi There!

My name is Tegan and I’m writing to formally express my interest  
in the position for Intrepid Travel.

A little bit about me:

I have degree in Communication Design with First Class Honors 
from Swinburne and I presently work as a designer with Clear 
Design & Brand Strategy in Fitzroy. I am also one half of bugs and 
bruno, a design company that focuses on Letterpress. We own a 
1920’s Chandler & Price letterpress machine. We prefer to start from 
the basics of typography and design to get the desired outcome. 
We use our hands a lot and love attention to detail. The process is 
techinical, slow and very rewarding.

I completed a semester of my degree at Konstfack in Stockholm, 
Sweden on an exchange program and saw out two long stays for 
my honors at Aalto University in Helsinki, Finland where I was 
involved in a collaborative project for Konecranes.

I’m thirty years old and although I live in and love St Kilda where  
I love the equal balance of good and gritty, I was raised a country 
girl in the bush in a remote part of South Coast NSW. 

Since the age of 18 when I moved to Texas to play basketball I 
have since traveled the world and lived overseas. 

Prior to dedicating my professional career to Design, I was  
working for a financial services firm where I was a  Senior 
Settlements Coordinator as well as a dedicated Mortgage Broker.  
I left the industry as I felt that I needed to work in an industry 
where my passion lies — creative. I have been in design for over 
three years now and at Clear itself for over two of them and I feel a 
change in direction is important to continue to grow as a designer. 

My experience, skillset and passion for both travel and design is a 
good sign that I suited for the intrepid position. I also work hard, 
learn quick and am interested in being part of a team that produces 
great work and inspired people to explore.

In summary, I am interested in the position and  would love the 
opportunity to meet with you so we can discuss it in person.
Please don’t hesitate to give me a call, text, email or even snail mail.

Regards,  
Tegan Wotton



Resume

Tegan 
Wotton

Contact

0431 439 322
teganwotton@gmail.com

Bachelor of Communication Design (Hons) in 2015, I started 
working in the creative industry in 2013 and have worked in a 
studio for close to two years now.

For five years I studied and worked simultaneously to bring me 
to this point that I am at in my life now. During this time I did 
an exchange overseas in Sweden, a placement in industry and 
an international honours course collaborating with engineers in 
Finland. Having these experiences as part of my development have 
allowed me to build and add experiences beyond studio life. The 
most challenging, inspiring and rewarding would be working for an 
international sponsor for nine months with a team of ten Finns (on 
Finnish time) on a product suited for the health industry. Working 
internationally has fed the design fire and left me focussed and 
inspired to work harder, create more and do more good.

At home in Melbourne I find inspiration in letterpress design, 
photography, health/wellbeing, family, art, getting arouvnd on 
pushbike or foot and trying new food. 

I believe in taking every opportunity where you can. I believe in 
being honest with yourself and with each other. Nothing makes me 
happier than doing good things, staying focused, experiencing other 
cultures and applying this to my own life but more than anything 
being with the people I love and making memories that matter.

Clear Design & Brand Strategy
Designer
2014 - Current
One of the designers at Clear Design
—

bugs and bruno
Letterpress, Print and Design
2012 - Current
bugs and bruno are a small letterpress business. As a side business, 
the idea is to maintain the slow and rewarding nature of letterpress, 
focusing on limited edition prints with a limit on commercial work.
—

Study — Konstafack, Stockholm, Sweden
—

Wealth Partners Australia
Settlements Manager
2006 - August 2013
Boutique finance and property development company, my role 
was to look after the client base until settlement of their loan/s, 
in addition to the coordination of clients’s loan settlements with 
lenders, banks, accountants, titles offices, solicitors, default 
providers and alike. Daily management of Broker Consultants.
—

2006 — Basketball scholarship Texas, USA
—

Aces Security
Security Guard
2003-2005
Crowd control for varying concerts and events. Site security 
for Fox Studios Australia (Public Side) where there were several 
licensed and unlicensed venues.
—

I have also worked as an au pair in Paris, in some hospitality roles and 
currently work in the bandroom on the door at Shebeen just to shake 
it up a little and keep in the public eye. I do freelance on the side to 
keep myself super creative, current and varied in my outcomes.



A little bit about me:

Tegan 
Wotton

Contact

0431 439 322
teganwotton@gmail.com
23/13 The Esplanade St Kilda

Experience 

—  Research, strategic approach and creation of brand, visual 
language and comms across multiple touch points

— Creation/ideation of concept and development
— Project work on publications, packaging, digital, campaign, 
—  Print production and pre press including file output and print 

partner liaison  
— Letterpress printing experience
—  Project lead and point of contact for projects, briefings and 

presentations 
— Finished art
— Detailed time keeping for business records and billing 
— Strong knowledge and experience in Adobe Creative Suite 
— Project management
— International collaboration
— Cross discipline collaboration

Strengths

— Extremely self–motivated 
— Organised with high attention to detail 
— Intuitive and adaptive 
— High standard of design aesthetic 
— Strategic thinking and approach 
— Concept/ideation
— Easygoing and willing to get amongst it
— Comfortable in being presented with unknown territory
— Big picture approach
— Effective communication and articulation
— Illustration and photography capabilities
— Letterpress printer bush mechanic capabilities
— General adaptation
—  Excited and super passionate about design, building 

relationships and creating good outcomes
— Passionate about professional development
— Strong communication skills

Highlights

—  Starting and continuing a growing letterpress studio with my 
closest friend and business partner. We continue to grow and 
succeed together creating beautiful and meaningful pieces for  
a range of clients every day

—  Developing and building a concept for Konecranes as part of 
an international design/engineering team for a hospital to save 
space, time, energy and resources regarding storage solutions 

— Placement through to successful work at Clear Design.
—  Finalist in AGDA regional design awards for ‘bugs and bruno’ 

branding and identity

I continue to develop as a designer by personal study, obtaining 
subscriptions to magazines and organisations. I also regularly 
attend design forums and other industry presentations by local  
or visiting professionals aswell as other discipline talks to be able  
to widen my understanding of culture, life, experiences which all 
feed into my work as a designer.
—

References

Rune Alith Axisa
Rune was an account manager at Swear Words and is my partner  
in crime at the letterpress studio bugs and bruno
0401 003 703  | runealith@gmail.com
—

Megan Wardle
Megan is a colleague of mine at Clear design who can vouch for  
the designer I am
0439 370 039  | maganjanewardle@gmail.com
—


